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Abstract
The design of PCR or DNA Chip experiments is a
time consuming process where bioinformatics is extensively
used. The selection of the primers, which are immobilized
on the DNA chip, requires a complex algorithm. Based on
several parameters an optimized set of primers is automatically detected for a given gene sequence.
This paper describes a parallel architecture which performs the optimization of the primer selection on a hardware accelerator. In contrast to the pure software approach,
the parallel architecture gains a speedup of factor 500 using
a PCI based hardware accelerator. This approach allows
an optimization of a specified primer set in real-time.
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Prior to the biological experiments, either PCR or DNA
chips, primers have to be designed and synthesized. In general, primer design is based on several criteria that extend
beyond string matching. Typical criteria used for the design
are the exact string match, the primer length, the melting
temperature, the salt concentration for the experiment and
the hybridization effects that have to be taken into account
for the selected primers.
PCR experiments need only a few different primers
whereas several thousand different primers are needed for
a DNA chip. The complete processing time for an optimal
primer set can take hours taking the various criteria into account.
Preparing a DNA experiment can be described as a workflow consisting of three steps.

1 Introduction
1. Define the genes that have to be analysed.
Both, the amplification of DNA sequences using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and the massive parallel analysis of genes in biological cells using DNA chips (or DNA
arrays) have a great impact on modern biological research.
PCR is used to amplify a particular DNA fragment called
target sequence. In general, a forward and a reverse primer
is generated. The target sequence, located between the two
primers, is duplicated using a complex process protocol [1].
DNA chips are used to analyse a large number of genes
in parallel. This provides an insight view into cells or can
improve the search for gene defects in a particular genome.
The DNA chips perform up to 500.000 experiments in parallel and enable the researcher to monitor the whole genome
on a single chip at the same time [2, 3].
Although these two applications have different aims –
amplification and analysis – both techniques make use of
primers. Formally, primers are considered as strings that
represent a DNA sequence. This DNA sequence consists
of four bases represented by the letters fA; G; T; C g. The
start of the DNA sequence is denoted by 5’ end and the
termination is denoted 3’ end [4].

2. Design the optimum primer for the gene.
3. Verify the primer in a macroscopic experiment.
Furthermore, the second design step is separated into the
computation of the primer sets and a database comparison
with each primer. The database check compares the selected
primers against the genome database to avoid a “false positive” signal that is not generated by the specified gene. This
paper concentrates on the design of the primers.
In section two the basics of DNA chips are described.
Section three specify various parameters that are used to select the optimal primers. The computation steps performed
to select these optimal primers are described in section four.
The fifth section shows the idea of the parallel architecture
whereas its implementation is described in section six. The
results achieved with the parallel architecture are listed in
section seven. The final section provides some conclusions
and further applications of the parallel architecture.

2 DNA Chips

3 Primer Design

2.1 Experiments

A biological experiment needs a complete primer set
that has to be designed. Choosing the optimal primers
for a given target sequence or gene requires the evaluation
and comparison of several partly independent parameters
against a set of ideal values.
The user defines the target sequence and specifies a set of
ideal parameter values. Each parameter value consists of an
ideal value and a range indicating valid parameter results.
The minimum and maximum values are used for filtering.
They reduce the amount of primers that have to be analysed.
A quality score is computed to select the optimum primer.
This score is defined as the sum of all distances between the
parameter result to the ideal values.

It is believed that thousands of genes and especially their
interactions are responsible for the mystery of life. Before
DNA chips were available, researchers were able to look at
only a few genes at the same time.
Nowadays, DNA chips provide a complete set of biological experiments on one chip that can be performed simultaneously with one single probe. This enables researchers to
have a complete look at a biological cell so that gene interactions or gene defects can be analysed within a short time.
The main application fields for DNA chips are gene expression analysis, single polymorphism detection (SNPs), medical diagnostics, gene discovery, drug discovery and toxological studies. For more information see [5].

3.1 Hybridization conditions
The parameters taken into account for selecting each
optimal primer set have major influence on the quality of
the hybridization process where the primers react with the
genes or target sequences. The condition is defined by
the parameters which are described in the following paragraphs.

2.2 DNA Chip Design
A DNA chip is separated into a matrix of spots. The
amount of spots can vary from low density chips with 96
spots up to high density chips with 500.000 spots on one
chip. Each spot on a DNA chip contains primers with a
unique coding. The primers are immobilized on the spots.
As shown in Figure 1 the interesting gene sequence1 binds
to the primer. Each primer base binds the corresponding
position on the gene sequence. This prevents the gene sequence from swill during the washing process. A fluorescence marker is attached to the probe sequence so that the
found sequence can be read out by a DNA chip reader.

Primer length The primer length defines the amount of
bases that build the biological primer. Primarily this length
defines the selectivity [6] of the primer. Secondly it has an
influence on the melting temperature and the hybridization
effects. The primer length is used to generate the primers
from the specified sequence windows that are evaluated.
See section 4 for more details.
Melting temperature The primer and the searched gene
sequence correspond to each other so that each base can
bind to its counterpart. The melting temperature is the temperature at which the bonds between primer and gene dissolves. This is an important parameter for the PCR and also
for the DNA chips to avoid bindings that use only a fraction
of the available primer and cause a “false positive” signal.
The melting temperature for a given primer p
p1 ; :::; pn is calculated with a prominent approximation
for the melting temperature [7, 8, 9, 10]. The formula is:
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1(p) = 4S (p)4+HR(p) ln( ) + T + t (1)
where R = 1:987(cal=ÆC  mol) is the molar gas constant,
= 50  10 is the molar concentration of the primer
in its solution, T = 237:15ÆC , and t = 21:6ÆC is
Tm ;

Figure 1. Sample spot on a DNA chip.

The used primers vary depending on the chip and the
experiments. Usually, the primers are between 20 and 100
bases long and they are manufactured synthetically. See [3]
for more information.
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calculation compares the primer sequences and examines
the possibility of a hybridization to itself or to another
primer. All calculations use the same basic score function
for comparing a base pair. This score function is defined as
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Both primers are defined as
p
original primer
opposite primer
q

GC content Chemically, hydrogen bonds between the
bases of the primer and the gene are responsible for a stable binding. G-C pairs form three hydrogen bonds and are
more stable than A-T pairs which form only two hydrogen
bonds. Thus, a high GC content results in a greater stability
between primer and gene.
The GC content simply measures the amount of GC
bases for the primer. The following formula is used:
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Self Annealing The self annealing (SA) calculation estimates the possibility of an unintended hybridization to the
primer itself. Therefore, the SA score indicates the probability of generating hairpin and internal loops.
The calculation is done using the original primer and an
opposite version of the same primer. The following example
shows these two primers.
original primer
5’-TTCGTACGAAC-3’
opposite primer
3’-CAAGCATGCTT-5’

values in Table 1 refer to the energy required to disrupt the
hydrogen bonds of a single base pair of a paired chain. It
is assumed to be influenced by neighboring bases. More
details can be seen in [11].
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where p
primers that are analysed for a possible secondary structure.

Table 1. Nearest neighbor thermodynamics values [11]
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The calculation of the SA score starts with the left shifted
opposite primer, where only one overlapping position with
the original primer exists. It compares each single overlapping position using the score function 3 and accumulates
each single score values to an alignment score. After computing this alignment, the opposite primer is shifted one position to the right and the new alignment score is calculated.
This will continue until there is only one overlapping position at the right end of the original primer. The maximum
of all alignment scores is used as the SA score for the given
primer. The complete function is defined as

(2)

Secondary structure Above, only the linear sequence,
also known as the primary structure, is considered. Beside
this primary structure also the secondary structure and its
effects have to be taken into account.
The secondary structure considers the fact that primers
are flexible and that base pairs may bind to each other generating structures [6]. The DNA double helix is one example
of a secondary structure. Other important secondary structures for the primer design are primer-primer bindings and
hairpin, bulge or internal loops.
The secondary structure is an important criterion for the
selection of the primer, because a hybridization between
base pairs can disable the primer for the actual hybridization. Interaction between primers either for PCR or for
DNA chips must be avoided to conserve the maximum sensitivity of the primer and the spot on the DNA chip.
The following four paragraphs show the criteria that are
used for the detection of secondary structure effects. The
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The SA score calculation requires the evaluation of all possible alignments. The amount of alignments kSA depend on
the primer length and can be calculated using the formula
kSA
n
m
:
The example in Table 2 shows the calculation of the SA
GAT T A. The table shows the
score for the primer p
alignments and the resulting SA scores.
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Self End Annealing The self end annealing (SEA) calculation is very similar to the SA calculation but it considers only those alignments where the 3’ end of the original
primer belongs to the overlapping region. Furthermore, the
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Table 3. Self end annealing calculation for the example.
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in one tube where each primer can bind to each other and
inhibit the reaction with the target sequence or the gene.
Therefore, the effects with different primers must be considered when the optimal primers are selected.

4

0
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Pair Annealing The pair annealing (PA) calculation takes
the interaction of different primers into account and calculates all possible primer pairs. The models and the computing process is similar to the SA tests. Each primer pair is
processed using the formula 4.
For PCR the PA scores are calculated for each primer
pair that is considered to work together. On DNA chips
the PA score is used to compare the primer from each spot
against the primers from all other spots.

Table 2. Self annealing calculation for the example.

SEA score is accumulated only for these overlaps which are
continuous. Therefore, the SEA score evaluates the probability of generating hairpin loops or other primer-primer
interaction that start from the 3’ end and are continuous.
Because only these alignments are considered where the
3’ end is involved there are less alignments that have to be
evaluated. The amount is equal to the primer length.
The calculation of the SEA score starts in the shift position where all bases of the original and the opposite primer
overlap. All overlapping positions starting from the 3’ end
of the original primer are accumulated using the score function 3. In case that the base pair does not match, the accumulation is aborted. After the alignment score is computed,
the opposite primer is shifted to the right by one position
and the new alignment score is computed. This process
continues until only one position at the 3’ end of the original primer overlaps. The SEA score is the maximum of all
alignment scores.
The primer from the SA example is taken to show the
computation of the SEA score in Table 3. Altogether,
5 alignments have to be evaluated for the primer p
GAT T A to achieve the SEA score. These alignments and
the resulting scores are shown.
In case that a primer binds to itself or to a primer with
the same sequence a secondary structure is generated. Secondary structures are also build when several primers are
combined for a PCR experiment. Several primers are mixed

Pair End Annealing The pair end annealing (PEA) is
similar to the SEA and evaluates all possible bindings starting from the 3’ end of the primer. The model and the computing process of the SEA test are used for the PEA calculations.
This PEA scores are also calculated for each primer pair
that can be combined.

3.2 Optimal Primer Selection
The various parameters that are described above are
combined to a scoring vector. This scoring vector for PCR
experiments is

=

scP CR (p; q )

= (lenght(p); GC (p); Tm (p); sa(p); sea(p);

length(q ); GC (q ); Tm (q ); sa(q ); sea(q );
pa(p; q ); pea(p; q ))

It is used to calculate a quality score for selecting the optimal primer pair that is needed for the PCR.
The designer specifies the hybridization conditions that
are described in Section 3.1. These specified conditions
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defines as the forward and the reverse window. All possible
primer candidates for the forward primer are taken from the
forward window and all possible reverse primer candidates
are taken from the reverse window.

for the GC content, the melting temperature and the length
are used together with the ideal values for the secondary
structure to evaluate the optimal primers for the experiment.
These ideal score vector for PCR is
scP CR;ideal

= (lengthf ; GCf ; Tm;f ; 0; 0;

lengthr ; GCr ; Tm;r ;

6 Bases

0; 0; 0; 0)
Primer set for one
particular primer length

All ideal annealing scores are set to zero. The melting temperature Tm;f Tm;r and the GC content GCf GCr are
set to be equal for the forward and reverse primer.
The deviation between the calculated value and the given
ideal value is computed for each parameter of the scoring
vector. Each deviation is then weighted using the values in
Table 4.

=

=

Deviation from ideal length
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Deviation from ideal temperature
Deviation from ideal self annealing
Deviation from ideal self end annealing
Deviation from ideal pair annealing
Deviation from ideal pair end annealing
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particular primer length

3'
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Figure 2. Primers generated from given windows.

k2

Substrings with the length n are taken from both windows and serve as primers. The amount of these primers
vary on the window length N and on the primer length n
and can be calculated using w
N n
. In general,
the length is specified as a range and therefore the amount
of possible primers for one window is
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The resulting distance lP CR , that is equal to the quality
score, is calculated using
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Computing the lP CR distance is a complex step that requires several operations using all given parameters. The
complexity for the weighted lP CR distance calculation is
O n2 m2 nm . This is essentially O n2 for computing the SA and SEA score for primer p, O m2 for computmn for
ing the SA and SEA score for primer q and O
computing the PA and PEA scores.
P1 ; :::; Pw
A second step compares all primers S
from the forward window against all primers T
Q1 ; :::; Qv from the reverse window. This step requires
O S 2 T 2 distance calculations.

The distance lchip used for the selection the optimal
primer is calculated using the weights from Table 4 and the
formula

lchip

1

4.1 Complexity

= (lenght(p); GC (p); Tm (p); sa(p); sea(p))

scChip;ideal (p)

= (P ; :::; Pw ) =

nmax

)+1

For selecting the optimal primer pair all these primer
pairs have to be computed and the distance scores lP CR are
calculated.

The scoring vector for the evaluation of a DNA chip primer
considers less parameters, because only one primer has to
be selected for each spot on the chip. The scoring vector
and the ideal vector are defined to be
scChip (p)

10 Bases

5'

Table 4. Weights for the deviation calculation[11].
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5 High Performance Primer Design Architecture

Since the calculation of primers for the DNA chip can be
seen as a subset of the calculation of PCR primers the paper
concentrates on the PCR primer calculation.
Additionally to the set of hybridization criteria two sequence regions from the target sequence or gene are specified by the designer. Figure 2 shows these regions that are

Calculating the quality score for one primer pair is a
computationally extensive step that requires a high number of various operations. In order to keep the computation time reasonably low a parallel architecture can be used
5

which performs this part in a very efficient way. In our approach the overall time to compute optimal primers has only
a complexity of O S 2 T 2 .

A following filter selects the single primers from each
window and stores these primers using the window position,
the sub score sc1 and the length of the primer.

5.1 Architecture Overview

5.3 Primer Pair Selection Architecture

The calculation of the quality score consists of two main
steps which can be seen in the upper part of Figure 3.
The first step computes several parameters for the given
sequence pair. These parameters are the length, the GC content, the melting temperature, the SA, SEA, PA and PEA
value. With these results the second step calculates a distance value. The distance is multiplied with the weights to
achieve the quality score that is further used for selecting
the optimal primer set for the experiments.
Due to the fact that the single parameters are independent, the parameter and the distance value calculation can
be separated into two architectures which run independently. This partitioning reduce the total calculation time,
because only valid primers from the first architecture are
considered when the PA and PEA values are calculated. The
two architectures are shown in the lower part of Figure 3.

After all valid primers for each window are computed,
each primer pair is evaluated to choose the optimal primer
pair for the PCR. This is done using the second architecture which calculates the remaining PA and PEA values for
each primer combination. The calculation of the PA and the
PEA value is also done in parallel to achieve a high throughput. The results are compared to the given ranges, multiplied with the given weight and combined to the sub score
sc2 . The quality score is calculated using this sub score sc2
and adding the sub scores of the forward primer sc1;f and
the reverse primer sc1;r . A filter selects the best M primer
pairs and stores the quality score together with the involved
primers.

(

)

6 Implementation
The two previously described architectures have been
implemented on a novel computing architecture called hardware accelerator. This implementation reduces the complexity for the distance calculation from O n2 m2 nm
to O . The implementation of the GC content, the temperature and the annealing score calculation is described in
this section.

Distance Calculation
Length

D is ta n c e c alc u la tio n
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R a n ge C h ec k

Windows

P rim er S ele c tion
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Self annealing
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Distance
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Pair annealing
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Step 1

( + + )

(1)

Step 2

Self end annealing

RAM

Single Primer Selection

RAM

Sub Score 1
Sub Score 2

The GC content shows the percentage of G or C bases
in the primer. It is implemented as a counter followed by a
divider.
Primers that will be evaluated are taken from the specified window. This primer selection shown in Figure 4 can be
described as a sliding window. For each new primer length

D is ta nc e c a lcula tio n

P rim e r S e le ctio n
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Pair end annealing

S ub
S c ore

Pair annealing

S u b S c o re c alc ulat io n
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C h e ck

6.1 GC Content

Primer Pair Selection

RAM

Primer(n)

Figure 3. Architectures for the optimal primer selection.
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−G

+G

3’
GC content

Window

5.2 Single Primer Selection Architecture

−GC

+AG

5’ A G C G A T A G T A

The first architecture performs a parallel calculation of
the parameters: Length, GC content, melting temperature,
SA score and SEA score. These values are calculated for
each single primer defined by the length range and the window length. All forward and all reverse windows are processed, whereas each window is computed separately. The
parameter results are instantly compared to the given ranges
that are specified, they are multiplied with the given weights
and a sub score sc1 is calculated for each primer.

Temperature

3’

Primer(n+1)

Figure 4. Primer sliding along a window.

the window starts at the 5’ end and moves towards the 3’
end. With every new primer the 5’ base is removed and in
exchange a new 3’ base is attached. This circumstance is
used for the implementation and makes it possible to count
the GC content for a new primer with only one instruction.
6

Each single matrix cell compares the attached primer
bases and performs the score function 3. The cells generate also a signal for the end annealing calculation indicating
that the mismatch occurred.
The SA and the PA values are accumulated along each
diagonal for all possible alignments. After the diagonal
scores are computed, the maximum value of all the alignment results is generated. This output is the SA/PA score.
The accumulation and the maximum building are performed
in separated units using pipelines.
The SEA and the PEA scores are computed using the
same blocks. The abort of the calculation on a mismatch is
implemented through an additional disable signal that permits an accumulation. These signals are generated in a separate block and applied to the accumulation unit.

In case a C or G base is added and a A or T base is removed the CG counter is incremented. If the C or G base
is removed and a A or T base is added the GC counter is
decremented. All other combinations have no effect on the
counter.
The example in Figure 4 shows that a G base is removed
and a new G base is added. Therefore, the GC content is not
changed.

6.2 Melting Temperature
The same sliding window technique is used for calculating the melting temperature. The example in Figure 4 shows
that a GC pair is removed and a AG pair has to be added to
4S and 4H . The entropy and enthalpy values are stored
in a lookup table and the difference estimated through the
sliding window is added to the present values. Afterwards
the division is performed and the T0 and the t constants are
added.
The operations needed to compute the temperature are
arranged in a pipeline, so that the temperature of a new
primer can be computed with every clock cycle.

This annealing architecture described above allows to
process a primer pair every second clock cycle. The output are the two annealing scores, either SA and SEA or PA
and PEA. The current matrix size is 1616 resulting in 768
parallel executed operations performed in only two clock
cycles.

6.4 Hardware Accelerator
6.3 Annealing Matrix
The annealing matrix is mapped together with other
computing blocks and additional core logic onto a hardware
accelerator. The current implementation use a PCI based
hardware accelerator that is controlled by a standard PC. In
general a suitable hardware accelerator [12] can be used to
execute the time extensive parts.
The central computing core used on the hardware accelerators is a field programmable gate array (FPGA). This
FPGA consists of a highly parallel structure of processing
elements that can be configured for a specific application.
In general, high performance is achieved using a specific
parallel implementation for the application.
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As shown in Section 4.1 the time needed to compute the
distance is dominated by calculating the annealing values.
The novel annealing matrix shown in Figure 5 allows to process a new annealing value with every clock cycle. Together
with the other parallel working blocks in both architectures
a single primer or primer pair can be calculated every clock
cycle.

6.5 Application Features
Annealign
Score
im
Pr

er

2

Currently, the implemented architecture on the hardware
accelerator can process a total amount of 512 primer pairs.
The implemented annealing matrix size is 1616. These
features where chosen for a specific task and can be easily
modified and extended to the user specific application.

Score Evaluation

End Annealing
Filter

Accumulate
Diagonals

Build
Maximum

7 Results

Figure 5. Schematic view of the annealing matrix.

The parallel architecture for computing the annealing
scores base in a rotated matrix shown in Figure 5 on the
left side. For either self or pair annealing the primers are
applied to the matrix from the left side. All possible alignments have a different overlapping length. They are equal
to the diagonals of the matrix.

The overall time needed to process a set of 512 primer
pairs is measured on a 500MHz Celeron processor and is
compared to the execution time using the same Celeron system with an integrated hardware accelerator. The software
version performs the identical functionality as the parallel
architecture.
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